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The goal of this article is to provide a natural “higher-dimensional” 
generalization of the classical notion of the determinant of a square n x n 
matrix : 
deW) = 1 sign(n) al, x(l) .. . a, +). (0.1) 
II E s. 
By an r-dimensional “matrix” we shall mean an array A = (ai ,,_,,, J of 
numbers, where each index ranges over some finite set. We would like to 
extend the notion of the determinant to higher-dimensional matrices. 
There were some attempts of a rather straightforward generalization of 
(0.1) for “hypercubic” matrices using summations over the product of 
several symmetric groups (see, e.g., [ 15, Sect. 541 and references therein). 
In this paper we systematically develop another approach motivated by 
the theory of general discriminants worked out in our previous papers 
[6, 71. The starting point of this approach is the observation that the 
variety of degenerate n x n matrices is projectively dual to the variety of 
matrices of rank 1. Now there is an obvious generalization of the rank 1 
matrices for a higher-dimensional case: these are matrices of the form 
(q, ___ i, = xj;‘xi;’ . . . xi;)). Let X be the projectivization of the variety of 
these’matrices: it is the product of r projective spaces in the classical Segre 
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embedding. Following an analogy with a 2-dimensional case we say that an 
r-dimensional matrix A = ( ai,, ,,_, i, ) is degenerate if its projectivization lies in 
the projective dual variety X”. Here we identify the space of r-dimensional 
matrices of a given format with its dual by means of the pairing 
tA, B, = C ‘,I ,..., i,bil ,.._. i,; 
i, , 1, 
by definition, A is degenerate if and only if its orthogonal hyperplane is 
tangent to the variety of rank 1 matrices at some non-zero point. 
It is easy to show that the variety X” is irreducible and defined over Z. 
If it is a hypersurface then it is given by a unique (up to sign) irreducible 
polynomial over Z in matrix entries a;,, ,,,, i,. We call this polynomial the 
hyperdeterminant and denote it Det(A). This is the main object of study in 
the present paper. 
After arriving at the notion of a hyperdeterminant we discovered that 
this concept was originally introduced by A. Cayley [4] 150 years ago in 
essentially the same way. However, it should be mentioned that Cayley 
changed his terminology in later works and often meant by hyperdetermi- 
nant any invariant of a multilinear form. 
The definition of the hyperdeterminant just given is quite implicit. It is 
not even clear from it for which matrix formats it does make sense, i.e., 
when Xv is a hypersurface. In the case of ordinary (2-dimensional) 
matrices this happens exactly for square matrices. Thus matrix formats for 
which X” is a hypersurface can be thought of as higher-dimensional 
analogs of square matrices. To describe these formats it is convenient to 
keep the following convention. We will write the matrix format in the form 
(/,+1)x ... x (1, + 1) and suppose that each matrix index ik ranges over 
the set [0, IJ = (0, 1, . . . . Ik}, k= 1, . . . . r. Then we have the following result. 
THEOREM 0.1. The hyperdeterminant of format (II + 1) x . . . x (1,+ 1) 
exists if and only if 
lk 6 C  lj 
jfk 
(O-2) 
for all k = 1, . . . . r. 
In particular, for 2-dimensional matrices we obtain the usual condition 
I, =I,. 
Theorem 0.1 follows from more general results of F. Knop and G. Menzel 
[12] on the projective dual to the highest vector orbit in a representation 
of a reductive group. See Section 1 for details. 
The hyperdeterminant has many interesting symmetries: we can group 
matrix indices in different ways and consider slices in various directions. In 
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more invariant terms, an r-dimensional matrix represents a multilinear 
form f~ T/,*0 V,*@ ... 0 I’,*, and the hyperdeterminant is invariant 
under the group SL( Vr) x ... x SL( I’,), and also under permutations of the 
factors V,*. There are also some analogs of the multiplicative property 
det(AB) = det(A) det(B) of ordinary determinants. We discuss these basic 
properties in Section 1. 
In fact, hyperdeterminants are particular case of A-discriminants (equa- 
tions of projective duals of toric varieties) introduced and studied in [6]. 
Specializing the general machinery developed in [6] we express the hyper- 
determinant of arbitrary format satisfying (0.2) as the determinant (or 
Whitehead torsion) of some complex of vector spaces (the Cayley-Koszul 
complex); see Section 2. The idea of representing multivariate discriminants 
and resultants as determinants of complexes is also due to Cayley, whose 
paper [3], published in 1848, introduces concepts now known as chain 
complexes, exact sequences, determinant (Whitehead torsion) of a based 
exact sequence, and Koszul complexes. 
The machinery of Cayley-Koszul complexes leads in principle to an 
explicit formula for the hyperdeterminant as the ratio of two products of 
rather complicated determinants of some auxiliary matrices. It is not an 
easy task even to find the degree of the hyperdeterminant using this expres- 
sion. But this can be done, and the degree can be expressed as the sum of 
certain positive summands of combinatorial significance (see Section 3 
below). This expression is quite manageable and allows us to calculate the 
degree for any particular format without much trouble. It also allows us to 
give a new proof of Theorem 0.1. 
The formula for the degree suggests the problem of finding a “purely 
polynomial” expression for the hyperdeterminant. This problem is still 
open in general, but we have solved it in some interesting special cases. The 
most important is the case of the so-called boundary format when one of 
the inequalities in (0.2) becomes an equality. This case is treated in detail 
in Section 4. 
It is instructive to think of matrices of boundary format as proper 
higher-dimensional analogs of ordinary square matrices. The boundary 
hyperdeterminant can be expressed as an ordinary determinant very similar 
to the classical Sylvester determinantal expression for the resultant of two 
binary forms. In fact, the boundary hyperdeterminant can be identified 
with the resultant of a system of multilinear equations. It also has another 
interesting application: if we consider the r-dimensional format with 
1, > 1, + . . . + I, for which the variety X ” has codimension greater than 1, 
then the Chow form of X” is given by the (I + 1)-dimensional boundary 
hyperdeterminant of format (I, + 1) x . . . x (1, + 1) x (1, - I, - . . . - I, + 1). 
To the best of our knowledge, the only mathematician who ever studied 
hyperdeterminants after A. Cayley was L. Schllfli [ 181, in 1852. He 
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developed an inductive (in Y) approach to their calculation which worked 
in some cases but often produced not the hyperdeterminant itself but rather 
its product with some other polynomials (“fremde Faktoren”). In Section 5 
we give a modern treatment of Schllfli’s method and interpret his “fremde 
Faktoren” as Chow forms of components of the singular locus of the 
hyperdeterminantal variety. 
This paper is only a first step toward the systematic study of hyperdeter- 
minants, and we would be happy to attract the attention of mathematicians 
to this fascinating field. We would like to suggest three directions for 
further developments: 
l Study of hyperdeterminantal varieties and their singularities. 
l The combinatorial study of monomials in hyperdeterminants. 
Monomials in an ordinary determinant correspond to permutations. The 
monomials in general hyperdeterminants can be seen therefore as r-ary 
correspondences forming a “higher” analog of the symmetric group. Espe- 
cially interesting are the “extreme” monomials, i.e., those corresponding to 
vertices of the Newton polytope [6]. 
l The generalization of eigenvalue theory to multidimensional 
matrices. 
Speculating about possible applications of hyperdeterminants, one can 
mention algebraic equations of mathematical physics such as the Yang- 
Baxter equation and its generalizations where unknowns are multidimen- 
sional matrices [9]. One can hope that hyperdeterminants might be used 
in the study of their solutions. 
1. DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE HYPERDETERMINANT 
Let r 3 2 be an integer, and A = (a,, i,), 0 < ik d Z,,, be an r-dimensional 
complex matrix of format (Ii + 1) x . . . x (I, + 1). 
The definition of the hyperdeterminant of A can be stated in geometric, 
analytic, or algebraic terms. Let us give all three formulations. 
Geometrically, consider the product .A’= P” x . .. x PL of several 
projective spaces in the Segre embedding into the projective space 
p(rl+l)-“(r,+ll-l (if p ‘k is the projectivization of a vector space Vk = c/k + ’ 
then the ambient projective space is P( V, @ . . . 0 V,)). Let A’” be the pro- 
jective dual variety of X consisting of all hyperplanes in PC” + ’ )-“(‘, + ’ )- ’ 
tangent to X at some point. Clearly, X” is an irreducible algebraic variety 
defined over Q in the dual projective space (Pc’l+l)-‘.rr,+l)~l)*. If X” is 
a hypersurface in (Pcr*+“---(‘,+ ‘)-I))* th en its defining equation, which 
is a homogeneous polynomial function on Vy 0 . . . V,?, is called the 
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hyperdeterminant of format (I, + 1) x . . . x (I, + 1) and denoted Det. If each 
V, is equipped by a basis then an element f E VT @ . . . @ V,? is represented 
by a matrix A=(a, ,,., &, O<ik<Ik, as above, and so Det(A ) is a poly- 
nomial function of matrix entries. It is determined uniquely up to sign by 
the requirement that Det(A) have integer coefficients and be irreducible 
over Z. 
Analytically, the hyperplane given by the equation f = 0 belongs to Xv 
if and only if f vanishes at some point of X with all its first derivatives. If 
we choose the coordinate system xck)= (xbk), xik’, . . . . xi;‘) on each V, then 
an element f l VT@ ... @ V,* is represented after restriction on X by a 
multilinear form 
f (x(l), (1) . ..) x”))= C ajl...i,xi, ...xiL’. (1.1) 
il, . . . . 1, 




(for all k, i) has a solution x= (x(l), . . . . x’~)) with all x’~‘#O. We say that 
a multilinear form f or a matrix A satisfying this condition is degenerate. 
The degeneracy of a form f can be characterized easily in terms of 
linear algebra. We denote by X(f) (or X(A)) the set of points 
x = ($1) 3 ..., x(I)) E X= P’l x . . . x P” such that 
f(x”‘, . ..) x(k- l), y, X(k+ l’, . ..) x(r)) = 0 
for every k = 1, . . . . r and YE V,. We shall sometimes call X(A) the kernel 
of A. For a bilinear form f(x, y) there is a notion of left and right kernels 
G(f)= {x:f(4Y)=OJY’y? K(f) = {Y : fk Y) = 0, ‘dx} 
and xx(f) = K(f) x K(f ). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. A form f is degenerate if and only if X(f) is non- 
empty. 
Proof Computing the differential off we see that X(f) is exactly the 
set of solutions of (1.2). 1 
In particular, if r = 2 and so f is a bilinear form with a matrix A, the 
degeneracy off just defined coincides with the usual notion of degeneracy 
and means that A is not of maximal rank. Obviously, this condition is of 
codimension 1 if and only if A is a square matrix, and in this case Det(A) 
coincides with the ordinary determinant det(A). 
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The following proposition can be found essentially in 1181. 
~OPosrrION 1.2. Suppose that an r-dimensional matrix A,, = (ai, _. i,) has 
a well-defined hyperdeterminant and is a smooth point of the hypersurface of 
degenerate matrices. Then %“(A,) consists of the unique point (x(I), . . . . xCr’). 
Furthermore. under a suitable normalization we have 
.q . $’ = 8 Det(A) 
aa t, . ..., A=AlJ 
(1.3) 
for all i, , . . . . i,. 
Proof: This follows readily from the geometric definition of the hyper- 
determinant and general properties of projective dual varieties. Namely, 
consider a projective variety Xc P( V) and its projective dual X” c P( V*) 
(here Y is a finite-dimensional complex vector space). Let x E X, tl E Xv be 
some smooth points. Then 5 can be thought of as a hyperplane in P(V), 
The following “biduality theorem” is well known (see, e.g., [ 1 I]): the rela- 
tion “r is tangent to X at x” is symmetric in t: and x, i.e., coincides with 
the relation “x (considered as a hyperplane in P( V*)) is tangent to X” 
at 5.” 
In our situation X= P’l x . . . x Pir in the Segre embedding, so X is 
smooth. By our assumptions, Xv is a hypersurface, and the matrix A, 
defines a smooth point 5 on this hypersurface. Then there is the unique 
x E X which is tangent to Xv at r, and the homogeneous coordinates of x 
are the numbers (a Det(A)/&, ._. b IA = Ao). Combining this with the above 
general property we get our assertion. [ 
The first natural question about hyperdeterminants is to describe all 
matrix formats for which Det(A) is well-defined, i.e., X” is a hypersurface, 
or in other words, the degeneracy of A is a codimension 1 condition. The 
matrices of such formats can be viewed as multidimensional generalizations 
of ordinary square matrices. 
THEOREM 1.3. The hyperdeterminant of format (2, + 1) x . . . x (I, + 1) 
exists if and only if 
(1.4) 
for all k = 1, . . . . r. 
Theorem 1.3 is a special case of a general result by F. Knop and 
G. Menzel [12]. To see this consider the following problem. Let G be a 
complex semisimple Lie group, and V an irreducible finite-dimensional 
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G-module with highest vector v. Let Xc P(V) be the projectivization of the 
G-orbit of v. The problem solved in [ 123 is to classify all pairs (G, V) such 
that the projective dual variety X” has codimension 1 in P( V*). 
In order to apply this result to our situation we give one more inter- 
pretation of the hyperdeterminant, this time in representation-theoretic 
terms. Let G=SL(V,)x ... x SL( V,); then V= V, 0 . . 0 V, is an 
irreducible G-module. It is easy to see that X= P( Vi) x . . . x P( V,) c P(V) 
is a projectivization of the G-orbit of the highest vector of V. Now it is an 
easy exercise to deduce Theorem 1.3 from general criteria in [12]. 
In Section 3 we give another proof of Theorem 1.3, deducing it from the 
formula for the degree of Det. 
Till the end of this section we assume that (1.4) holds, i.e., the hyper- 
determinant of the matrix A exists. The next property of Det follows at 
once from any of the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The hyperdeterminant is relative invariant under the 
action of the group GL( V,) x . . . x GL( V,) (and so invariant under the action 
ofWI/,)x ... xSL(V,)). 
To state explicitly the consequences of Proposition 1.4 we need some ter- 
minology. We will identify the set of matrix (multi-)indices Z= ((i,, . . . . i,) : 
0~ ik ~1,) of a matrix A with the set of vertices of the product 
A”x . . . xA’r of r standard simplices. Thus, the submatrices of A 
correspond to faces of A” x ... x A&. By a slice in the kth direction we mean 
the subset of all indices in Z with the fixed kth component, and also the 
corresponding submatrix of A. Two slices in the same direction are called 
parallel. 
COROLLARY 1.5. (a) Znterchanging of two parallel slices leaves the 
hyperdeterminant invariant up to sign (which may be equal to 1). 
(b) The hyperdeterminant is a homogeneous polynomial in the entries 
of each slice. The degree of homogeneity is the same for parallel slices. 
(c) The hyperdeterminant does not change if we add to some slice a 
scalar multiple of a parallel slice. 
(d) The hyperdeterminant of a matrix having two parallel slices 
proportional to each other is equal to 0. In particular, Det(A) = 0 if A has 
a zero slice. 
Proof The properties (a) to (c) express the (relative) invariance of 
Det(A) under the action of various elements from GL( V,) = GL(1, + 1, C), 
namely, the permutation matrices, diagonal matrices, and unipotent 
matrices with only one non-zero off-diagonal entry, respectively. In fact, 
these matrices are known to generate the group GL(lI, + 1, C), and so the 
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combination of these three properties is equivalent to Proposition 1.4. The 
statement (d) follows at once from (b) and (c). i 
Remark 1.6. It is clear that a polynomial P(L~~~.... J satisfies the condi- 
tion (c) from Corollary 1.5 if and only if P is annihilated by the differential 
operators 
Di/!) = c a,. I, & (i#j) 
i2, . . . . i, 112 cr 
and similar operators for the slices of other directions. This is probably the 
most practical way of verifying this condition. 
COROLLARY 1.7. The degree of the hyperdeterminant of format 
(I1 + 1)x ... x (1, + 1) is a (not necessarily least) common multiple of the 
numbers 1, + 1, . . . . 1, + 1. 
Proof This follows at once from Corollary 1.5(b). i 
Our next result will lead to a combinatorial characterization of the 
hyperdeterminant. This again requires some terminology. We define the 
suPPort of a monomial aa = n,, _._, ; aa” ‘r as the set of all indices (i,, . . . . i,) 
such that cli, ...c 
i l .:.i, 
# 0. By the star of an mdex (il, . . . . i,) we mean the set of 
all indices which differ from (iI, . . . . i,) in at most one place. In other words, 
if we represent the indices by the vertices of the product of simplices then 
the star consists of a vertex itself and all the vertices connected to it by an 
edge. To give still another interpretation, we consider on the set 
Hi= 1 [0, lk] the Hamming metric used in the coding theory: the distance 
between two indices (iI, . . . . i,) and (j,, . . . . j,) is the number of positions k 
such that ik # j,. Then the star of an index i = (i, , . . . . i,) is the Hamming 
ball of radius 1 with center at i. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. For a polynomial P(a,, J the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) P is relative invariant w.r.t. the group GL(1, + 1, C) x ... x 
GL(1, + 1, C) and is divisible by Det(A). 
(b) P satisfies the conditions (a) to (c) of Corollary 1.5, and there 
exists an index (i, , . . . . i,) such that the support of each monomial in P(ail ..,,) 
meets the star of (i,, . . . . i,). 
(c) P satisfies the conditions (a) to (c) of Corollary 1.5, and the 
support of each monomial in P(a,, i,) meets the star of every index 
(i i,). I, . . . . 
Proof We mentioned in the proof of Corollary 1.5 that the relative 
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invariance of P is equivalent to the fact that P satisfies the conditions (a) 
to (c) of Corollary 1.5. Suppose that P satisfies these conditions. By detini- 
tion, P is divisible by Det(A ) if and only if P vanishes at all degenerate 
matrices A. By Proposition 1.1, A is degenerate if and only if X(A) # 0. 
Using the invariance of P we can assume that X(A) contains a point 
(x”‘, . ..) xc’)) such that each xck’ is a basis vector e!k). Then the condition 
(XC”, . ..) xc’)) E X(A) means that ai, ...j, = 0 for all (3,) . . . . j,) in the star of 
(i 1, . . . . i,). Clearly, P vanishes at all such matrices if and only if the support 
of each monomial in P meets the star of (i,, . . . . i,), and we are done. 1 
Note that the second assertion in part (b) means that the support of any 
monomial from Det forms a l-net in n;= i [0, Ik] with respect to the 
Hamming metric. Such nets are known as error-correcting codes. It would 
be interesting to study monomials from this point of view. 
To illustrate the use of Proposition 1.8 we will give an explicit formula 
for the hyperdeterminant of the minimal 3-dimensional format 2 x 2 x 2. 
The hyperdeterminant in this case was already known to A. Cayley (see 
C4, P. 891). 
PROPOSITION 1.9. The hyperdeterminant of the matrix A= (a,,) 
(i, j, k = 0, 1) is given by the formula 
DNA) = (a&,&,, +a&,, aTlo + a&oa~ol + ai,, a:,,) 
-3 amaOOlalloalll +aOOOaO1OalO1alll +amaOllalooalll 
+aOOlaOIOalOlallo+a~laollalloal~+aO~OaOllalOlal~ 1 
+4(a~oaollalolallo+awlaoloal~alll). (1.5) 
Proof: We claim that the polynomial P defined by (1.5) satisfies condi- 
tions of Proposition 1.8. The properties (a) to (c) are verified directly (to 
verify (c) one can use Remark 1.6). 
The monomials appearing in P can be visualized as follows. If we repre- 
sent matrix entries by the vertices of the cube then monomials in the first 
group correspond to four main diagonals of the cube, monomials in the 
second group to six rectangles formed by pairs of opposite edges, and 
monomials in the third group to two tetrahedra whose edges are diagonals 
of the cube’s faces. Obviously, the support of each of these monomials 
meets the star of every vertex of the cube. This shows that P satisfies condi- 
tions of Proposition 1.8 and hence is divisible by Det(A). 
There are several ways to complete the proof, i.e., to show that 
P= Det(A). For instance, it is not hard to see that P is irreducible. One 
can also refer to the results of Section 3, which show that Det(A) in our 
case has degree 4 (see, e.g., Corollary 3.9 below). A more elementary 
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possibility is to use Corollary 1.7, which in our case means that Det(A) has 
even degree, and observe that there are no polynomials of degree 2 satis- 
fying conditions of Proposition 1.8. In fact, one can show that in our case 
Det(A) is the X(2) x X(2) x SL(2) invariant of minimal degree. 1 
Note that by definition, vanishing of Det(A) for a 2 x 2 x 2 matrix A 
(or, equivalently, degeneracy of A) means that the following system of six 
homogeneous equations with six unknowns has a non-trivial solution: 
%oaxoYo + ~oloxoYl+ ~lOOX1 Yo + QllOXl .Y1= 0 
~,l~o~o+~oll~o~~l+~lol~~l~o+~l,,~~lI?l- -0 
(1.6) 
It is not so easy (although possible) to prove directly that the system (1.6) 
has a non-trivial solution if and only if the expression (1.5) vanishes. 
Now we give a multidimensional generalization of the fact that the deter- 
minant is preserved by transposition of a matrix. For a matrix A = (ai, ._. i,) 
of format (II + 1) x . . x (lr + 1) and a permutation e of indices 1, . . . . r we 
denote by o(A) the matrix of format (/o-,(lJ + 1) x ... x (10-1(,) + l), whose 
Lily A, . . . . j,)th entry is equal to u~~,~,...,~,,~. The following result is an 
immediate consequence of definitions. 
PROPOSITION 1.10, If A is degenerate then o(A) is degenerate for every 
permutation 0. Zf Det(A) exists then Det(cT(A)) also exists and it is equal to 
Det(A). 
Now we discuss an analog of the multiplicative property of the ordinary 
determinant. Let A = (a,, J be a matrix of format (I, + 1) x . . . x (I, + 1) 
and B= (hi,...,) be a matrix of format (m, + 1) x ... x (m,+ 1). Suppose 
that I, = m,. We define the convolution (or product) A * B of A and B to 
be the (r + s - 1 )-dimensional matrix C of format (I, + 1) x . . . x 
(/,- , + 1) x (m2 + 1) x . . . x (m,T + 1) with entries 
Similarly, we can define the convolution A *p, y B with respect to a pair of 
indices p, q such that I,, = nzy. 
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PROPOSITION 1.11. If A, B are degenerate then A * B is also degenerate. 
Proof We shall use Proposition 1.1. The definitions readily imply that 
if (x(l), . . . . xc’)) E X(A) and (y”‘, . . . . y’“‘) E X(B) then (x(I), . . . . x(‘- ‘), 
Y (2) , . . . . y(‘)) E %-(A * B). 1 
COROLLARY 1.12. Let formats of A, B be such that hyperdeterminants of 
A, B, and A * B are defined. Then there exist polynomials P(A, B) and 
Q(A, B) in entries of A and B such that 
Det(A * B) = P(A, B) Det(A) + Q(A, B) Det(B). (1.7) 
Since Det(A) and Det(B) depend on disjoint sets of variables, it follows 
that P and Q in (1.7) are defined uniquely up to transformations 
PI+ P+R(A, B) Det(B), Q H Q - R(A, B) Det(A). 
It would be interesting to study multiplicative properties of hyperdeter- 
minants in more detail. 
2. CAYLEY-KOSZUL COMPLEXES 
In this section we associate to an r-dimensional matrix A a family of 
complexes of finite-dimensional vector spaces which we call Cayley-Koszul 
complexes. We will show that the hyperdeterminant Det(A) can be 
expressed as the determinant (or the Whitehead torsion) of an appropriate 
Cayley-Koszul complex. 
As in Section 1, we interpret A as the matrix of a multilinear form f on 
the product V, x . . . x V,, where each Vk is a finite-dimensional vector 
space with coordinates xg’, xik’, . . . . xi:‘. 
Let &Y be the space of polynomial differential p-forms on V, x . . . x V,. 
For each vector field 5 on VI x ... x V, let it: ftp + BP- ’ be the inner 
derivative, and L, = dt; + l,d the Lie derivative. For k = 1, . . . . r let 
be the Euler field on Vk considered as a vector field on V, x ... x V,. 
Now let m , , . . . . m, E Z. We will associate to m,, . . . . m, and f the Cayley- 
Koszul complex C’ = C’(m,, . . . . m,; f) : {Co & C’ % . . .}. We define 
Cp = Cp(ml, . . . . m,) to be the space of all differential p-forms OJ with poly- 
nomial coefficients on V, x . . . x V, satisfying conditions 
L&(o) = (p + mk)m (k = 1, . . . . r) (2.1) 
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and 
zc,(u) = z&o) = ‘. . = z5,(w). (2.2) 
The differential a,: Cp + Cp + ’ is defined as the exterior multiplication by 
the l-form df: 
It is easy to check that the Cayley-Koszul complex is well-defined. Its 
terms do not depend on f: In fact, the condition (2.1) means simply that 
w l CP(m,, . . . . m,) has the degree of homogeneity (p+m,) with respect 
to the variables xbk), xik’, . . . . xi:‘, where we assume that deg(xik)) = 
deg(dxjk’) = 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose all mk are nonnegative integers. Then the 
Cayley-Koszul complex C(m I, . . . . m,; f) fails to be exact if and only if f is 
degenerate. 
Proof Let us give a sheaf-theoretic interpretation of the Cayley- 
Koszul complexes. For m,, . . . . m,E Z let O(m,, . . . . m,) be the sheaf on 
x=p’lx . . . x Prr whose sections are homogeneous functions of degree mk 
in coordinates (xi’) : xi”’ : . . . : xi,“‘) on each P’k. We will identify a matrix 
A or a form f as above with a global section of the sheaf 0( 1, 1, . . . . 1). Let 
Y=J’(Lo(l, 1, . ..) 1)) be the first jet bundle of O(1, 1, . . . . 1); cf. [17]. To 
every (local) section s of cO(1, 1, . . . . 1) a section j(s) of Y is associated. 
Now consider the Koszul complex of sheaves 
V.(f) : (0 2 y 2 /1’(f). . . -3+ /1’lf ‘.. +4+ l(Y)} 
on X, where the differential 8, is the exterior multiplication by j(f ). 
LEMMA 2.2. For all m,,...,m,EZ the Cayley-Koszul complex 
C’(m,, ..,, m,; f) is naturally isomorphic to the complex of global sections of 
the twisted Koszul complex W(f) Q O(m,, . . . . m,). 
Proof First consider the case p = 1, m, = . . = m, = 0. For any open 
set UcX let 8 be its inverse image in (Vi-0)x ... x(V,-0). Then we 
can identify sections of Y over U with l-forms on i!? satisfying (2.1) and 
(2.2). This identification is given by the mapping j(f) H df: Passing to 
exterior powers and tensoring with O(m,, . . . . m,), we can now define the 
mapping from H’(U, A”(Y)@ O(m,, . . . . m,)) to the space of p-forms on 0 
satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). This is in fact an isomorphism of sheaves over X, 
which can be checked easily in local coordinates. Taking global sections, 
we obtain the desired result. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. A form f is degenerate if and only if the Koszul complex of 
sheaves W(f) fails to be exact. 
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Proof A form f is degenerate if and only if the section 
j(f)EHO(X,J’(Co(l, 1, . ..) 1)) vanishes at some point (this is simply a refor- 
mulation of conditions (1.2)). But this is exactly when the Koszul complex 
of sheaves fails to be exact; see, e.g., [8, Chap. 5, Sect. 31. 1 
Clearly, the tensor multiplication by the invertible sheaf O(m,, . . . . m,) 
does not affect the property of a complex of sheaves to be exact. By the 
general property (see [8, Chap. 3, Sect. 5]), the functor of taking global 
sections preserves exactness if all the terms of a complex of sheaves do not 
have higher cohomology. Therefore, our theorem becomes a consequence 
of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. If all mk are nonnegative integers then H’(X, Ap(F)@ 
O(m,, . . . . m,)) = 0 for all p and all i > 0. 
Proof. Let a$ be the sheaf of differential p-forms on X, and 
aP(m,, . . . . m,) be the sheaf Q$@ O(til, . . . . m,). By definition of the jet 
bundle, we have an exact sequence of vector bundles over X 
o+@(l)...) l)+S+Lo(l,..,, l)+O. (2.3) 
Passing in (2.3) to exterior powers and tensoring with O(m,, . . . . m,) we 
obtain for each p the exact sequence 
0 + Qp(p + m,, . . . . p + m,) + Ap(F) 0 CO(m,, . . . . m,) 
+ Qp- ‘(p + m,, . . . . p + m,) -+ 0. (2.4) 
Therefore, it is enough to prove that H’(X, Qp(p + m,, . . . . p + m,)) = 0 for 
all p and all i > 0. 
The sheaf @‘(p + m, , . . . . p + m,) on X can be decomposed as 
Qp(p + ml, . . . . p + m,) 
= 0 (~l*QP’(p+m,)O f.. @n,*QPr(p+m,)), (2.5) 
PI f “’ +p,=p 
where each Qpk(p+m,) is a sheaf on Plk, and nk is the projection of 
X= P” x ... x P” onto the kth factor. By the Kiinneth formula, we have 
H’(X, Qp(p + m,, . . . . p + m,)) 
= 0 0 (Hil(P”,QP1(p+ml))@ ... 
il+ ... +i,=i pi+ l p,=p 
0 HL( P’r, Qp’(p + m,))). 
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So our statement follows at once from the next lemma, which is a special 
case of Bott’s theorem (see, e.g., [14, Chap. 1, Sect. 11). 
LEMMA 2.5. The cohomology H’(P’, QP(m)) vanishes whenever i>O and 
m3p>O. 
Lemma 2.4, and hence Theorem 2.1, is proven. 1 
The group GL( V,) x . . . x GL( V,) acts naturally on the Cayley-Koszul 
complex. To describe this action we need the following notation. For any 
finite-dimensional vector space V denote by S!iliJ( V) the irreducible 
GL( V)-module corresponding to the hook Young diagram having one row 
of length i and j rows of length 1 (i.e., one column of length j+ 1). We will 
use the following realization of this module. 
LEMMA 2.6. For any finite-dimensional vector space V the GL( V)-module 
S” ’ j)( V*) is isomorphic to the space B’( j ) of polynomial differential i-forms 
o on V such that L,(o) = (i+ j)q I&o)=O, where 5 is the Euler vector 
field on V. 
ProoJ: By definition, S” ‘j)( V) is the irreducible GL( V)-module with 
highest weight (i, 1, . . . . 1, 0, . . . . 0) (with j units) and S”‘“( V*) is its dual. 
It is easy to see that B’(j) has a unique highest vector, and the weight of 
this vector is the same as that in Scili)(V*). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Each term CP(ml, . . . . m,) of the Cayley-Koszul com- 
plex is a multiplicity free module over GL( V,) x . . . x GL( V,) isomorphic to 
@ (S(P+ml-PIIPI)(Vl)@ . . . @S(Pfmr-PrIPr)(V,)), 
PI. .(.. Pr 
the sum over all p, , ,.., prwithp,+...+p,=porp-1. 
Proof Let BP(m 1, . . . . m,) denote the subspace of CP(m,, . . . . m,) 
consisting of p-forms w satisfying conditions (2.1) and 
15,(0) = z52(o) = . . . = l<,(O) = 0. (2.2’) 
By definition, BP(m,, . . . . m,) can be identified with the space of global 
sections of the sheaf Qp(p + m,, . . . . p + m,) on X. Clearly, BP(m,, . . . . m,) is 
the kernel of the projection CP(m,, . . . . m,) + BP-‘(m, + 1, . . . . m,+ 1) 
sending each o E CP(m,, . . . . m,) to o’ = i<,(o) = i<,(w) = . . . = it;,(w). There- 
fore, CP(ml, . . . . m,) is isomorphic as a GL( VI) x . . . x GL( V,)-module to 
BP(m,, . . . . . m,)@BPp’(m, + 1, . . . . m,+ 1). 
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Taking the global sections of both parts of (2.5), we obtain the decom- 
position 
= 0 (BP’(p+m, -P,fO . . . 0 BP’@ + m, - p,)), (2.6) 
p,+ “’ +p,=p 
and the analogous decomposition for BP- ‘(m, + 1, . . . . m, + 1). It remains 
to apply Lemma 2.6. [ 
Theorem 2.1 allows us to give an explicit formula for Det(A ) as the 
determinant of the Cayley-Koszul complex. For the convenience of the 
reader we recall the definition of the determinant of a complex [2, 3 J. 
Suppose we are given an exact sequence (C, d) of finite-dimensional vector 
space over some field k: 
(C.,d)= (Co& C’d’ . . . 2 Cm}. 
Suppose also that a basis B, is chosen in each term Cp, so the differential 
d: Cp + CP+’ is represented by a matrix D, whose columns are indexed by 
BP, and rows are indexed by BP + , . To these data one can associate a non- 
zero element det(C’, d, (B,)) E k. If our complex has the form 
(0-b C’d’ c2-O), 
where d is an isomorphism with the matrix D, then det(C’, d, (BP)) is the 
usual determinant of D. In general it is given by the following construction. 
For any subsets Jc BP, Zc B, + 1 let D,(Z, J) denote the submatrix of D, 
with rows from Z and columns from J. We say that a collection (Z, c BP} 
is admissible if for any p = 1, . . . . m - 1 we have Card( BP - I,) = Card(Z, + , ), 
and the submatrix D,(Z,+ , , BP - I,) is invertible. If {I,> is an admissible 
collection then we define 
det(C’, d, (B,))=n det(D,(Z,+ r, Bp-Zp))‘P1)p (2.7) 
(one can show that admissible collections exist for any exact sequence, and 
that the RHS of (2.7) does not depend on the choice of an admissible 
collection; see, e.g., [2]). 
We shall apply the determinant construction to Cayley-Koszul com- 
plexes. Fix nonnegative integers m, , . . . . m,, and choose some basis BP in 
the vector space CP(m,, . . . . m,) for p = 0, 1, . . . . I, + . . . + I, + 1. The corre- 
spondence f H det(C’(m,, . . . . m,), 13,, (BP)) defines a rational function off: 
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A different choice of the system of bases B, results in multiplying this 
function by a non-zero constant. 
Let A be a multidimensional matrix corresponding to a form f: In the 
next theorem we use the convention that Det(A) = 1 if the subvariety of 
degenerate matrices has codimension greater than 1. 
THEOREM 2.8. For all non-negative integers m, , . . . . m, we have 
Det(A)=det(C’(m,, . . . . m,), d,, (BP))‘-““+ “‘I (2.8) 
for some choice of bases B,. 
If all mk are equal to each other then Theorem 2.8 is a special case of 
Corollary 2D.11 in [6]. The same arguments apply to the general case. 
Note that the formula (2.8) leads to a quite complicated expression of 
the hyperdeterminant. In Section 4 we consider an important special case 
of the so-called boundary format when a much simpler formula is available. 
COROLLARY 2.9. The degree of the hyperdeterminant is equal to 
/, + + I, + I 
c t-11 ‘I+ .” +Ir+iPp p dim CP(m,, . . . . m,), 
p=o 
(2.9) 
independently of the choice of nonnegative mk. 
This follows immediately from (2.7). 
3. DEGREE OF THE HYPERDETERMINANT 
Fix r 2 2 and let N(I,, . . . . I,) be the degree of the hyperdeterminant of 
format (11 + 1) x . . x (I, + 1) (if this hyperdeterminant is not defined we 
make the convention N(I i, . . . . I,) = 0). The following theorem was obtained 
by the authors together with D. R. Leshchiner. 
THEOREM 3.1. The generating function for the degree N(I, , . . . . I,) is given 
by 
,.ci N(Z ,,..., Ir)z:‘...zk= 
( 
1 - i (k-I)e,(s,, . . . . z~))-‘, (3.1) 
I r k=2 
where ek(t 1 ) . ..) z,) is the kth elementary symmetric polynomial. 
Proof We will use the general formula for the degree of the 
&‘-discriminant given in [6]. Let us recall that to each finite subset d of 
an integer lattice Z” is associated a toric variety X,,. Let Q c R” be the 
60719612.9 
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convex hull of d. The following proposition was proven in [6, Corollary 
2C.6(b).]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If the variety X, is smooth then the degree of its 
projective dual is given by 
degWS)= 1 t-1) dim(Q)- dimcr)(dim( r) + 1) Vol( r), (3.2) 
rcQ 
where the sum is over all faces r c Q, and the volume form Vol on each face 
r is normalized so that an elementary simplex on the lattice affinely spanned 
by d n r has volume 1. 
Now note that the variety X= Pi1 x . . . x PL in the Segre embedding is 
of the form X,, where d is the set of vertices of the product 
Q=,& . . . x A” of several standard simplices. It follows that the degree 
N(l 1, . . . . I,) is given by the formula (3.2) for this particular convex polytope 
Q. In this case the formula (3.2) can be deduced from (2.9) by some limit 
procedure. 
Clearly, each face Tc Q has the form r= A”’ x . . . x Am1 for some 
0 < mk < lk, and for given m,, . . . . m, there are nk (,$z’,) faces of this type. 
Furthermore, for a face r = A”’ x . . . x Amr we have 
dim(r)=m,+ . . . +m,, vd(r)= m1+ “‘Lrnr . ml,..., r 
Substituting all this into (3.2) we get 
N(l ,,...,Ir)= 1 (-l)z(‘kPmk)(ml+ ... +m,+l) 
Letting Ik - mk = pk we see that our generating function takes the form 
= C (m,+ ... +m,+l) m~,‘.:.+~r)z;l...z; 
m I , , m, ( 
xn c (-1)“” k Pk (mk;p,*; ‘)e. (3.3) 
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By the binomial formula, the inner sum in the RHS of (3.3) is equal to 
(1 + ZJmt-2. It follows that our generating function is equal to 
n u+.G-* c (s+l) 
k S>O 
By the multinomial formula, the inner sum in (3.4) is equal to 
(ck @k/t1 + zk)))3, and then the summation over s gives us 
(1 - Ck (zk/( 1 + I~)))-~. Therefore, we get 
c N(I ,,..., l,)z+-l;= 
/I 1 . . . b 
[n (l+zk)-C zk.n (1 +Zj)]-*. (3.5) 
k k i#k 
It remains to observe that the polynomial [Ink (1 + zk) - 
xk zk nJfk (1 + zj)] contains only square-free monomials in zi, . . . . z,, and 
every such monomial of degree k occurs with the coefhcient (1 -k). 
Theorem 3.1 is proven. 1 
We will deduce from (3.1) the combinatorial formula for N(I, , . . . . I,) 
expressing this degree as the sum of positive summands of combinatorial 
significance. To do this we need some basic facts about partitions and sym- 
metric polynomials. We will follow the terminology of [ 131. By a partition 
we mean a finite sequence ;1= (I,, . . . . I,) of nonnegative integers defined up 
to rearranging of the terms and adding or deleting an arbitrary number of 
zeros. The positive terms Zk are called parts of 1. The number of parts equal 
to i is denoted by m,=mi(A), and A is also written as I = (lml, 2”2, . ..). 
For every two partitions 1= (Ii, . . . . I,) and v = (n,, . . . . n,) let MA, denote 
the number of (0, 1 )-matrices of format r x s with row sums I,, . . . . I, and 
column sums n, , . . . . n,. 
COROLLARY 3.3. For every partition A= (I,, . . . . 1,) we have 
Wl 1 ,...,I,)=C (m,+ ... +m,+l)! (3.6) 
Y 
the sum over all partitions v = (l”‘, 2m2, . . . . p”p) with m, = 0. 
Proof For v = ( 1 m1, 2”*, . . . . pm”) we put e,(z,, . . . . z,) = nf= 1 e,(z,, . . . . z,)~: 
the product of elementary symmetric polynomials. Expanding this product 
into the sum of monomials we see that each monomial z: . . . zk occurs in 
e,(zl , . . . . z,) with coefhcient MA,, where ;1 is the partition (I,, . . . . I,). It 
remains to expand the RHS of (3.1) into the sum of polynomials e,, which 
is done in a straightforward way. m 
The quantities M,, play an important role in combinatorics, repre- 
sentation theory of symmetric groups, and classical theory of symmetric 
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polynomials (see, e.g., [13]). The description of all pairs (A, v) such that 
M,, > 0 is known as the Gale-Ryser theorem. To state it we need two more 
notions about partitions, viz., conjugate partitions and dominance order. 
Each partition v can be written in a normal form v = (n,, . . . . n,), where 
n, > n2 > ... B n, > 0. If v is expressed in this way then its diagram is 
defined as the finite set 
{(k,j)~Z~: 1 <k<s, 1 <j<n,). 
The conjugate partition v’ is defined by the condition that its diagram be 
the transpose of the diagram of v; in other words, if v = (l”‘, 2”*, . . . . ~“0) 
then v’ is written in a normal form as v’ = (m, + m2 + ... + mp, 
m2+ . . . + mp, . . . . mp). 
The dominance partial order on partitions is defined as follows. Suppose 
partitions 1 and v are written as A = (Ii, . . . . I,) and v = (n,, . . . . n,) with 
1,21,> ... >I,, n,Bn,2 ‘.. an,. We say that I. is dominated by v 
and write A6v if I,+ . ..+lk<n.+ . ..+n. for k=l,...,r-1 and 
l,+ ... +l,=n,+ .a. +n,. 
PROPOSITION 3.4 (Gale-Ryser theorem [ 161). We have M,, > 0 if and 
only if J. < v’. Furthermore, AI,., = 1. 
To illustrate the use of the Gale-Ryser theorem let us give another proof 
of Theorem 1.3. Let I = (Ii, . . . . 1,) be a partition. By (3.6), we see that 
NV 1, a.., I,) > 0 if and only if A< v’ for some partition v = ( lml, 2”*, . . . . p”p) 
with m, = 0. By the Gale-Ryser theorem, Theorem 1.3 is an immediate 
consequence of the following combinatorial lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. A partition ;1= (II, . . . . 1,) is dominated by v’ for some 
v = (l”‘, 2”*, . ..) with m 1 = 0 if and only if 1 satisfies ( 1.4). 
Proof: Let v’ have a normal form v’ = (n;, ni, . . . . nb). Then the condi- 
tion that v have no parts equal to 1 means that n’, = n;. We can assume 
that 1 is also written in a normal form, i.e., I, z 1, k . . . 3 I,; then (1.4) 
means that I, < 1, + I, + . . . + I,. 
Now, if A is dominated by v’ as above then we have 
1, < n; G n; + . . + nl, < I, + . . . + 1,. 
Conversely, if I, < I, + I, + . . . + I, then we obviously have 
I<(Z,,I,,1,+ ... +I,-Z,), and we are done. i 
In many special cases the quantities M,, can be evaluated explicitly, 
which leads to a more explicit formula for the degree N(I,, I,, . . . . I,). 
Probably, the most important special case is the following. We say that the 
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matrix format (11 + 1) x ... x (I, + 1) is boundary if one of the inequalities 
(1.4) becomes an equality; without loss of generality we can assume that 
I, = I, + . . . + I,. 
COROLLARY 3.6. The degree of the hyperdeterminant of the boundary 
format is equal to 
N(Z,+ ... +I,, 12, . ..) I,)= (1,+ . . . +~~+l)(i’~.‘.:.;~~r)=~. (3.7) 
Proof: We will use the following obvious combinatorial statement. 
LEMMA 3.7. ZfA=(f,, . . . . I,) and v=(l’*+ ‘.‘+I,) then MAY=(12~,.,:,;/f’r). 
It is easy to see that in the boundary case there is exactly one summand 
in (3.6), and it corresponds to v = (2’,+ “. +“). It remains to observe that 
ib=(l,t,-.; I’g. 
But this follows at once from Lemma 3.7 because every (0, 1)-matrix 
contributing to MAY has all the entries in the first row equal to 1. 1 
Note that for r = 2 the boundary format is just that of ordinary square 
matrices, and (3.7) expresses the fact that the (ordinary) determinant of an 
(I+ 1) x (I+ 1)-matrix has degree 1+ 1. 
It is natural to call the matrix format (1, + 1) x . . . x (I, + 1) with 
l,>I,~ ... 21,subboundary if f,=l,+ ... +1,-l. 
COROLLARY 3.8. The degree of the hyperdeterminant of the subboundary 
format is equal to 
N(Z, + . . . + I, - 1, I,, . ..) I,) = 2 (I, L;.:.: l lr) e2(12, .-., 1,). (3.8) 
Here e2(12, . .. . ‘r)=C2<i<i’<r fili. is the second elementary symmetric 
polynomial. 
Proof: As for the boundary format it is easy to see that there is exactly 
one summand in (3.6) corresponding to v = (2’2+ “’ +&-‘, 3’). It remains to 
show that 
MAY = (I2 +1’ ;‘. +:,- 2)! e2(12, . . . . I,). 
2. . . r. 
Clearly, every (0, 1)-matrix contributing to M,, has all the entries in the 
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first row equal to 1. Consider now the column with sum 3, i.e., containing 
three units. We know that one of these units lies in the first row. Decom- 
posing the set of our (0, 1)-matrices into the subsets according to the loca- 
tion of the remaining two units and using Lemma 3.7 we see that 
M,, = = ( 
l,+ ... +l,-2 
ZGicr’<r I 2, . ..) li- 1, . . . . li. - 1, . ..) 1, > ’ 
which readily implies our statement. m 
COROLLARY 3.9. The degree of the hyperdeterminant of the cubic matrix 
offormat (l+l)x(l+l)x(l+l)isequalto 
Nl, 1, I)= c &+I+ 1Y .2,-2k 
,,<k<,,2 k!3(l-2k)! * . . 
(3.9) 
Proof. We have I = (1, 1,l). By the Gale-Ryser theorem, the partitions 
v contributing to (3.6) have the form vk = (23k, 31Pzk) for 0 <k< l/2. 
Clearly, Mlvk = ~~~2k~3~~23~~ because every (0, 1)-matrix contributing to M,,, 
has all the unit entries in the first (l- 2k) columns. It is also easy to see 
that 
(3.10) 
because every 3 x 3k matrix contributing to A4 ((2k13j(23kJ is determined by a 
disjoint decomposition of the set of columns into three k-element subsets 
Cr2, C,3, C23, where C, is the set of columns with units in the ith and jth 
rows. Substituting (3.10) into (3.6) we get (3.9). 1 
For I= 1, 2, 3 the degree (3.9) is equal to 4, 36, and 272, respectively. It 
seems that the sum in (3.9) cannot be simplified. 
Our last application of the formula (3.6) is the expression for the 
degree of the hyperdeterminant of the r-dimensional matrix of format 
2X2X . . . x 2. Denote this degree by N(( 1’)). 
COROLLARY 3.10. The exponential generating function for the sequence 
N( (1’)) is given by 
1 N((l’))z’/r!=e-2’(1-z)-2. (3.11) 
r>O 
Proof. It follows from (3.6) and Lemma 3.7 that 
(m,+ ... +m,+ l)! 
N((l’))=r! 7 nia2 [(i-2)!i]“‘mi!’ 
(3.12) 
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the sum over all partitions v = (2”*, 3m3, . ..) with 2m2 + 3m, + ... = r. 
Therefore, we have 
.To N((1’)) z’/r! =I 
(m,+ . . . +m*+1y2*m2+3m3+” 
I 
JJj2* [(i-2)!i]“~rn;! ’ 
the sum over all finite sequences (m,, . . . . mp) of nonnegative integers. The 
transformations similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 imply 
that the latter sum is equal to (1 -xi, 2 (z’/(i- 2)!i)))‘. It remains to 
observe that 
1-c +!.L 
i~2 (I-2)!i (l-z)ez 
since l/(i-2)!i= l/(i- l)! - l/i!. 1 * 
In particular, for r = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 the degree is respectively 2, 4, 24, 128, 
880 and then grows very fast. 
4. HYPERDETERMINANT OF BOUNDARY FORMAT AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
Let A = (‘jl...i,,)C)<i~<l~ be an (r + 1 )-dimensional matrix of boundary 
format (2,+1)x ... x(I,+l)x(Z,+l), i.e., &=1,+Z2+ ... +l,. In this 
section we show that Det(A) in this case can be interpreted as the resultant 
of the system of multilinear forms. This will lead us to an explicit formula 
(actually a number of explicit formulas) for Det(A) similar to the classical 
Sylvester formula for the resultant of two binary forms. 
Let us introduce r groups of variables xtk) = (xr’, xik’, . . . . XI,“‘) for 
1 Q k d r. Let S(m,, . . . . m,) denote the space of all polynomials in variables 
x(‘) , . . . . x(‘) which are homogeneous of degree mk in variables of each group 
xCk) We will view our matrix A as a collection of (lo + 1) multilinear forms 
hi . . . . fi,ES(l, l,*-*, 1) corresponding to the slices of A in the 0th direc- 
tion: 
fi,= c ai,...;,ioX~~l’...X~:). 
il. .._, i, 
(4.1) 
THEOREM 4.1. The hyperdeterminant Det(A) of the matrix of boundary 
format is equal to the resultant of the system of multilinear forms fo, 
fi 9 . ..T f/()3 i.e., A is degenerate if and only if the system of multilinear equa- 
tions 
fo(x)=f,(x)= . . . =f,&x)= 0 (4.2) 
has a non-trivial solution. 
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Proof The “only if’ part is obvious because the compatibility of (4.2) 
is one of the conditions defining degeneracy (see Section 1). The “if’ part 
is clear from the fact that the compatibility of (4.2) is already a non-trivial 
condition on matrix entries, which is seen by dimension count. 
In fact, Theorem 4.1 is a special case of a general fact on resultants 
proven in [ 10, Corollary 4.3, Example 4.53. 1 
Note that in the case I, = . . . = I, = 1, lo = r the hyperdeterminant is a 
special case of Dixon’s resultant [S]. (Dixon considered systems of 
equations of arbitrary (multi)degrees on the product of projective lines.) 
Analyzing the conditions of degeneracy (see Proposition 1.1) one can 
easily generalize Theorem 4.1 to the case when lo > 1, + 1, + . . . + 1,. In this 
case we define the multilinear forms f, by the same formula, (4.1). 
THEOREM 4.1’. Suppose that 1, >, I, + I, + . . + I,. Then a matrix A of 
format (I, + 1) x ... x (I, + 1) x (I, + 1) is degenerate if and only if the 
system (4.2) has a non-trivial solution. The subvariety of degenerate matrices 
has codimension lo - (I, + I2 + . . + 1,) + 1. 
Till the end of this section we assume that I, = E, + 1, + . . . + I,. Let 
m,=I,+l,+ ... +Ik-l, k = 1, . . . . r (4.3) 
(with the convention m, = 0). We associate to our matrix A the linear 
operator 
a,: S(m,,m,, . . . . m,)‘“+‘+S(l +m,, 1 +m,, . . . . 1 +m,) 
given by aAgo, . . .. glo) =Cf=o figi. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Each of the spaces S(m,, m2, . . . . m,)“‘+’ and S(l +m,, 
1 + m,, . . . . 1 +m,) has the dimension N= (l,,+ 1)!/l,!12! .‘.I,!. 
Proof: This follows at once from the standard fact that the number of 
monomials of degree m in I+ 1 variables, i.e., dim(S”(C’+‘)) is equal to 
(‘+T). I 
Let us choose in each of the spaces S(m,, m,, . . . . m,)‘O+’ and S( 1 + ml, 
1 + m,, . . . . 1 + m,) the basis consisting of monomials. We will denote by the 
same symbol aA the matrix of the operator a,., in these bases. By Proposi- 
tion 4.2, this matrix is square. 
THEOREM 4.3. We have Det(A) = det(d,). 
ProoJ First suppose that A is degenerate. By Theorem 4.1, this means 
that the system (4.2) has a non-trivial solution x. This obviously implies 
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that each polynomial h E Im(8,) vanishes at X. Therefore, aA is not onto, 
and so det(8,) = 0. This implies that the polynomial det(a,) is divisible by 
Det( A). 
Clearly, each entry of the matrix aA is a linear form in matrix entries of 
A. Comparing Proposition 4.2 with Corollary 3.6 we see that the polyno- 
mials Det(A) and det(8,) have the same degree. Therefore, to prove 
Theorem 4.3 it remains to establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. The polynomial det(d,) is non-zero, and it is irreducible 
over Z. 
We will give two different proofs of Lemma 4.4 because we believe each 
of them is of independent interest. 
First proof of Lemma 4.4. It suffices to exhibit a matrix E with integer 
entries such that det(a,)= +l (recall that Det(E) is defined only up to 
sign). Let E be the matrix whose entry a, ...i,ro is equal to 1 if 
i, = i, + ... + i, and is equal to 0 otherwise. To show that det(a,) = &l it 
is enough to establish the following fact. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The matrix aE becomes triangular with units along the 
main diagonal under a suitable ordering of its rows and columns. 
Proof First we give an explicit description of the matrix aA. We 
identify the set of all monomials of degree m in (E+ 1) variables x0, . . . . x, 
with the set of their exponent vectors 
d’(m) = b = (b,, . . . . b,)E Z’+’ : bi>O, 1 bi=m 
Thus the set of all monomials in S(m,, m2, . . . . m,) is identified with the set 
D = D(f,, . . . . l,)=d”(m,) x ... x d’r(m,), 
and the set of all monomials in S( 1 + m, , 1 + m2, . . . . 1 + m,) with 
R = R( I,, . . . . /,)=A”(1 +m,)x ... xAb(l +m,). 
Now the rows of a, are labeled by the set R, and the columns are labeled 
by C = C(Z,, . . . . I,) = D x [0, 1,], where [0, I,] = (0, 1, . . . . I,}. We will 
denote a matrix entry of aA by 
(c; i, I b) = (c(l), . . . . dr); i, I b(l), . . . . b”‘), 
where c = (c(l), . . . . c@j) ED, i0 E [0, /,,I, b = (b(l), . . . . b”‘) E R. We say that b 
covers c if b@) - cc“) has the form e, for each k = 1, . . . . r, where ei is a vector 
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with the ith component 1 and zeros elsewhere; in this case we write b + c 
or b 5 c. By definition, (c; i, 1 b ) = 0 unless b covers c, and if 
bIl”‘l’-) c then (c; i, 1 b) =ail...i,io. 
In particular, we see that aE is a ,(O, ,l)-matrix, and its entry (c; i, 1 b) 
is equal to 1 if and only if ba c for some i,, . . . . i, such that 
i,+ ... +i,=i,. In this case we say that b E R and (c; iO) E C are incident 
to each other. 
For O<k<r we let 
Rk = R,Jl, , . . . . 1,)= (beR :bt’>O for k<p<r, bj,k’=O} 
(for k = 0 the last condition is empty). For 1 d k 6 r we let 
Ck = C/J!,) . ..) I,)= {(c;i,,)EC:c~~‘>O for k<p<r, cf’=O, &,<I,}; 
also let 
c() = C()(l,) . ..) I,)= {(c;i,)EC:i,=I,, c arbitrary}. 
LEMMA 4.6. (a) We have R=UOckcr R,, C= UOckGr C,, both . . . . 
unions disjoint. 
(b) If b E Rk is incident to (c; i,) E C, then p 2 k. 
(c) For every (c; i,) E C, there is exactly one b E R which is incident to 
(c; id. 
(d) For every k= 1, . . . . r there are natural bijections 
&Al,, . . . . E,) + WI,, . . . . L-l, k- 1, L+1, ..., &I, 
Cdl, 3 . . . . I,) + C(f, 9 ***> h-1, I,- 1, bfl, . . . . 4) 
such that elements b E RJl,, . . . . 1,) and (c; i,,)E CJl,, . . . . 1,) are incident to 
each other if and only if their images are incident to each other. 
Proof: The statements (a) to (c) are immediate consequences of 
the definitions. The bijections in (d) are defined as follows. The image of 
b E R,(I,, . . . . I,.) is obtained from b by forgetting the coordinate bj,k) and 
subtracting 1 from 61,“) for k <p < r; the image of (c; i,,) E CJl,, . . . . I,) is 
defined in exactly the same way (with i, remaining unchanged). The state- 
ment (d) now also follows at once from the definitions. u 
We can now easily complete the proof of Proposition 4.5. Choose an 
ordering of R so that elements of R, will precede elements of R, for k <p 
(and similarly for C). By Lemma 4.6(b), under such orderings the matrix 
a, becomes block triangular with (r + 1) diagonal blocks, the kth block 
being the incidence matrix for the incidence relation between Rk and C,, 
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where 0 <k< r. By Lemma 4.6(c), the 0th block becomes the identity 
matrix under a suitable ordering of R, and C,. But if 1 <k < r then by 
Lemma 4.6(d), the kth block of aE coincides with the matrix of the same 
type aE corresponding to E of the format (I, + 1) x . . . x ( lk- I + 1) x I, x 
(&+1+1)x ... x (I, + 1) x I,. Using induction on I, = I, + . . . + I, we can 
assume that all the diagonal blocks of aE can be made unitriangular by a 
permutation of rows and columns. Therefore, the same is true for aE itself. 
This proves Proposition 4.5, and hence Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.3. 1 
The matrix E can be viewed as a multidimensional analog of the identity 
matrix. In fact, one can show easily that the corresponding system (4.2) 
has only a trivial solution. To see this we represent each vector 
X’&’ = (xp, XT’, . ..) XI,“‘) by a “generating” p 01 y nomial P@‘(t) = CF= 0 .~!~‘t’ 1 . 
Then the system (4.2) for A = E can be written as 
P” ‘(t) P’(t) . . . P’(t) = 0, 
which implies that some pck’(t) is zero polynomial, i.e., xck’ = 0. It would 
be interesting to find an analogous matrix in the “interior” case when 
z, < I, + . . . + I,. 
Proposition 4.5 has an amazing combinatorial corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.7. There exists exactly one bijection $: R + C such that 
d(b) is incident to b for each bE R. 
The bijection 4 from Corollary 4.7 and its inverse can be explicitly con- 
structed as follows. For b = (b”‘, . . . . b”‘) E R we define the indices i,, . . . . i, 
successively: if i, , . . . . i, _ 1 are already constructed, we define ik as the 
minimal index such that 
ba’+by’+ ... +bif’>i,+i,+ ... +i,-, 
(the index i, is defined by b(“= ej,). We then define 
d(b) = (b’” - ei,, . . . . b”’ - e,; i, + . . . + i,). (4.4) 
It is easy to see that 4 is a well-defined mapping from R to C such that 
d(b) is incident to b for each b E R. 
To show that 4 is a desired bijection we construct the inverse mapping 
I): C -+ R. For (c(l), . . . . c(‘)* , i,,) E C we define the indices i,, i,_ 1, . . . . i, suc- 
cessively: if i,, . . . . i, + , are already constructed, we define ik as the minimal 
index such that 
(1 +Cbk’)+(l +Cik’)+ ... +(l +cjf’)>i,-ii,- . . -iik+,. 
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We then define 
$(C; io) = (c(l) + e,,, . . . . cc’) + e,). (4.5) 
It is straightforward to verify that $ is well-defined, and both compositions 
1+9 o 4 and 4 o $ are identity mappings. 
Second proof of Lemma 4.4. For m,, . . . . m,E Z let 0(m,, . . . . m,) be the 
sheaf on P” x . . x P” introduced in Section 2 above. Clearly, the space of 
global sections H’(P’l x . . . x P”, O(m,, . . . . m,)) is non-zero if and only if 
all mk > 0, and in this case we have 
H”(P1 X . . . x PL, O(m,, . . . . m,)) = S(m,, . . . . m,). 
Now let m, , . . . . m, E Z and fo, . . . . f,,, E S( 1, 1, . . . . 1) have the same meaning 
as above, i.e., they are given by (4.3) and (4.1), respectively. We associate 
to them the ca;mplex of sheaves Xx’ = X’(m,, . . . . m,; A) : 
{~-“-‘Lh+ x-lo+ . . . L%.+ ~~-l-.!i+ ~0) on p’lx . . . xp”, where 
xxp=O(l +m,-p, 1 +m,-p, . . . . 1 +m,-p)@AP(Co+‘). 
The differential 8 A : X Pp -+ X Pp+ ’ is defined as aA = zip_ o fj @ ai, where 
each fi is thought of as a multiplication operator, and ai is a (super)deriva- 
tion of the exterior algebra A*(C’O+‘) w.r.t. the ith standard basis vector. 
Now suppose that A is nondegenerate. By Theorem 4.1, this means that 
fo, . . . . fi, do not have a non-trivial common root. Clearly, this implies that 
the complex of sheaves X’(m,, . . . . m,; A) is exact. On the other hand, 
consider the complex of vector spaces K’ = K’(m,, . . . . m,; A) obtained from 
X’(m,, . . . . m,; A) by taking global sections, i.e., KpP = S(l + m, -p, 
1 + m2 -p, . . . . 1 + m, -p)@ AP(C’O+ ‘). Since m, = 0 it follows that K’ has 
only two non-zero terms K” and K-‘, and the corresponding map 
a,: K-’ + K” is identified with the linear operator a,: S(m,, m2, . . . . m,)‘O+’ 
+S(l +m,, 1 +m,, . . . . 1 + m,) from Theorem 4.3. Thus the statement of 
Lemma 4.4 that det(a,) #O means that K’ is exact, i.e., that the functor of 
taking global sections preserves the exactness of Xx’. By a general criterion 
which we already used in Section 2, this is a consequence of the fact that 
all the terms of Xx’ do not have higher cohomology. Therefore, to show 
that d&(8,) # 0 it suffices to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.8. For each p=O, 1, . . . . lo+1 and j>O we have 
H’(Pf’ x . . . xPb, U(l+m,-p, l+m,-p ,..., l+m,-p))=O. 
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Proof By the Kiinneth formula, we have 
Hj( P’l x ... x PL, co(1 +m,-p, 1 +m,-p, . ..) 1 +m,-p)) 
= 
0 @ Hjk(P”, O( 1 + mk -p)). 
jl+ +j,=j k-1 
It is known that the cohomology Hj(P’, 0(m)) is non-zero only in the 
following cases: m 2 0, j = 0 or m < -1, j = 1 (see [ 14, Chap. 1, Sect. 1 ] ). In 
particular, if -I < m < 0 then Hj(P’, 0(m)) = 0 for all j. 
Now for p = 0 or p = 1 we have 1 + mk - p 2 0 for all k, hence Hkk(Pjk, 
0( 1 + m, -p)) = 0 for j, > 0, which implies our statement. So we can 
assume that 1 < p < I, + 1. Then we have 
l+l,+ ... +I&,<p<l+l,+ ... +&-,+I, (4.6) 
for some k = 1, . . . . r. Using (4.3) we can rewrite (4.6) as 
-l,< 1 +m,-p<O. 
This implies that Hjk(Pik, @( 1 + m, - p)) = 0 for all jk, which proves our 
lemma. [ 
To complete the proof of Lemma 4.4 it remains to show that the polyno- 
mial det(8,) is irreducible over Z (under the choice of bases described 
above). This is proven by the same arguments as those in [6, Sect. 2E]. 
Lemma 4.4, and hence Theorem 4.3, is proven. 1 
Note that in the case 1, = . . . = 1, = 1 Theorem 4.3 is a special case of the 
formula due to Dixon [S]. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Let Y = 3 and I, = 2, I, = I, = 1, i.e., A = (a,,) (0 6 i, j< 1, 
0 <k 6 2) is a 3-dimensional matrix of format 2 x 2 x 3. Let A, and A i be 




(j=O, 1). alJO aljlalj2 1 
Then the matrix aA can be written as the block 6 x 6 matrix 
A, 0 
d,= A, A, [ 1 0 A, (4.7) 
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(This corresponds to the following ordering of the sets R and C, 
R = { (0, Oh (LO), (0, I), (1, 11, (0,217 (1, 2)}, 
c= ((0; 01, (0; I), (0; 21, (1; Oh (1; 11, (1; a}, 
where (a, b) stands for the vector (( 1 -a, a), (2 -b, b)) E A’( 1) x A’(2) = R, 
and (c;k) stands for ((l-c,c);k)~A’(l)x[O,2]=C.) By Theorem4.3, 
we have Det(A) =det(a,). This polynomial can be rewritten in many 
different ways. For instance, taking the Laplace expansion of det(8,) in 
the three first columns we see that 
(4.8) 
EXAMPLE 4.10. Consider a generalization of the previous example: 
r = 3, 1, = Z, I, = l- 1, 1, = 1 for some I> 1, so A is a 3-dimensional matrix 
of format Ix 2 x (I+ 1). As before, let A0 and A, be two slices of A in the 
second direction, i.e., A0 and A, are 1 x (I + 1) matrices. It is easy to see 
that 8, is a square matrix of order 1(Z+ 1) which can be written in the form 
generalizing (4.7), i.e., as a block matrix with blocks of size Ix (I+ l), 
where for c = 1, . . . . 1 the cth column is [0, . . . . 0, A,, A,, 0, . . . . 01’ with A0 at 
the cth place. 
In fact, an expression of type (4.8) can be given for an arbitrary bound- 
ary format. To do this we introduce some terminology. For every subset 
Ac[O,l,lx ... x [0, .!,I of cardinality 1, + 1 we define the polynomial 
[A] = [A](A) to be 
[A] = det(a,,) (i E A, 0 < i, < I,) (4.9) 
(note that if we do not specify an ordering of A then [A] is defined only 
up to sign). 
Let R and D have the same meanings as above. We say that a mapping 
n: R -+ D is a covering if it satisfies two conditions: 
( 1) An element b covers n(b) for each b E R. 
(2) For each CE D the subset z~‘(c)c R has cardinality I,+ 1. 
To every covering n: R -+ D and every c = (c(l), . . . . c”)) E D we associate 
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the subset A,(c) c [0, f,] x . . . x [0, I,] of cardinality I, + 1 in the follow- 
ing way: 
A,(C)= {(il, . . . . i,) 1 (C(l)+ei,, . . . . C(')+eJECl(C)}. 
FROPOSITI~N 4.11. The hyperdeterminant Det(A) can be written as 
Ca+rIceD [A,(c)], the sum over all coverings 7~: R + D. 
Proof. Consider the Laplace expansion of det(8,) corresponding to the 
following grouping of columns of d A: we join together the columns (c; iO) 
having the same component c. By definition, summands in the Laplace 
expansion correspond to coverings rc: R -+ D, the summand corresponding 
to a covering rr being just -t-n,,, [A,(c)]. 1 
Note that the signs in Proposition 4.11 are calculated directly once we 
specify orderings of all subsets A; since Det(A) itself is defined only up 
to sign, we can actually compute only the ratio of signs for every two 
summands. 
Remarks 4.12. (a) Even the existence of coverings n: R + D is a non- 
trivial combinatorial fact. Obviously, this implies (and in fact is equivalent 
to) the following property: for every subset Z”c D we have 
(b) Proposition 4.11 has the following geometric interpretation. Each 
multilinear form fi (i = 0, . . . . I,) can be thought of as a linear form on the 
space ,=Cr,+l@ . . . @CL+‘, and so a generic matrix A defines a vector 
subspace CA= {v~ V:fO(v)= ... =fi,(v)=O} c V of codimension 1,+ 1. 
The polynomials [A] are dual Pliicker coordinates of rA (cf. [ 10, Sect. 2A). 
Therefore, Proposition 4.11 expresses Det( A) as a homogeneous function 
on the Grassmann variety of subspaces of codimension I, + 1 in F’. 
By definition, this function is the Chow form of the subvariety 
PI’ x . . . x P&c P(V) (cf. [ 10, Example 4.51). 
(c) By [ 10, Theorem 5.31, the extreme terms in the expansion of 
Proposition 4.11 correspond to regular triangulations of the convex 
polytope A” x . . . x A&, the product of several simplices. This corre- 
spondence reveals some interesting combinatorial and geometric properties 
of triangulations. They will be studied in a forthcoming publication. 
Now we give another geometric interpretation of Det(A). Let V’ be the 
space of all matrices of format (1, + 1) x . . . x (1, + 1) x (I, + 1). Let V’ be 
the variety of all degenerate matrices in V’, and let X’ c P( V’) be the 
projectivization of V’. By Theorem 4.1’) X’ has codimension 
I, - (I, + . . . + /,) + 1 = I, + 1 in P( V’). Consider its Chow form R.Y,: by 
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definition, it is a homogeneous regular function on the (cone over) 
Grassmann variety G(I, + 1, V’) which defines the hypersurface formed by 
subspaces 5 E G(Z, + 1, V’) which meet x’ (see [ 10, Sect. 2). We will represent 
R,, as a polynomial in Pliicker coordinates [Q] on the Grassmannian 
G(I, + 1, V’), where Q runs the subsets of [0, 12] x . . . x [0, I,] x [0, lo] of 
cardinality (1, + 1). We will show that this Chow form is given by the 
hyperdeterminant of the boundary format (I, + 1) x . . x (I, + 1) x (I,, + I) 
(cf. Remark 4.12(b)). 
To be more precise we represent a matrix A of this boundary format as 
the ordinary (2-dimensional) matrix (ailj) of format (II + 1) x [ (Z2 + 1) . . . 
(1,+ 1)(1,+ l)], where i,~ [0, 11], j=(iz, . . . . i,, io)~ [0, Z2] x ... x [0, f,] x 
[O, Z,]. Thus, A represents a linear operator 2: C/l + ’ + yl. Clearly, for all 
A except the subvariety of codimension more than 1, we have 
rk(A) = 1, + 1, i.e., Im(A) E G(I, + 1, V’). 
THEOREM 4.13. The Chow form RX8 evaluated at Im(A”) is equal to 
Det(A). 
ProoJ: Remembering all the definitions, we have only to prove that A 
is degenerate if and only if a(x) E V’ for some non-zero x EC?+ ‘. But this 
follows at once from characterizations of degenerate matrices given by 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.1’ (we apply Theorem 4.1 to A and Theorem 4.1’ to 
Pi(X)E V’). 1 
Note that the format (I, + 1) x . . . x (1, + 1) x (& + 1) is (up to permuta- 
tion of its r directions) an arbitrary format not satisfying (1.4), i.e., 
such that the variety V’ of all degenerate matrices of this format is of 
codimension greater than 1. Using general properties of the Chow form 
[ 19, Sect. 361 we can extract from Theorem 4.13 the following description 
of v’. 
COROLLARY 4.14. A matrix A’ of format (Z,+l)x ... x(1,+1)x 
(I, + 1) is degenerate if and only if the hyperdeterminant Det(A) of boundary 
format (Z,+l)x(l,+l)x ... x (1, + 1) vanishes wheneoer A has A’ as a 
slice in the first direction. 
To make Theorem 4.13 more explicit, for every subset Q c [0, I,] x . . . x 
[0, /,.I x [0,1,] of cardinality f, + 1 let us denote (with some abuse of 
notation) by [Sz] = [Q](A) the corresponding Pli.icker coordinate of 
Im(A), i.e., the minor 
CQI = [Q](A) =det(~;,j), i, E CO, I, I, j s Q (4.10) 
(like the polynomials [A] above, [Sz] is defined only up to sign). Then 
Theorem 4.13 means, in particular, that Det(A) can be expressed as a poly- 
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nomial in these minors. Such an expression can be given quite explicitly 
in full analogy with Proposition 4.11. For this we need some more 
terminology. 
Let R’ = A’*(1 + m2) x . . . x A’( 1 + m,), where m,, . . . . m, are given by 
(4.3) (thus the set R of row indices for the matrix aa is equal to 
A’l( 1) x R’). Let C = D x [0,&J have the same meaning as above. We say 
that an element (c; iO) = (c(I), c’~), . . . . c(I); iO) E C covers an element 
b’ = (fd2’, . . . . 6”)) E R’ if b(k) - cck) has the form eik for k = 2, 3, . . . . r. We say 
that a mapping r: C -+ R’ is a covering if it satisfies two conditions: 
(1) An element (c; iO) covers r(c; iO) for each (c; i,) E C. 
(2) For each b’E R’ the subset t-‘(b’) c C has cardinality I, + 1. 
To every covering z: C -+ R’ and every b’ = (bc2’, . . . . b”‘) E R’ we associate 
the subset Q,(b’) c [0, Z2] x ... x [0, Z,] x [0,/J of cardinality I, + 1 in the 
following way: 
SZ,(b’)= ((i,, . . . . i,, io) : (0, b”‘-e,,, . . . . 6”‘-ei,; &,)ET-‘(b’)}. 
PROPOSITION 4.15. The hyperdeterminant Det(A) can be written as 
CkL,., [Q,(b’)], the sum over all coverings z: C + R’. 
Proof: Consider the Laplace expansion of det(8,) corresponding to 
the following grouping of rows of 8 A: we join together the rows (b”‘, b’) 
having the same component b’. By definition, summands in the Laplace 
expansion correspond to coverings t: C + R’, the summand corresponding 
to a covering T being just +-&ER, [Q,(b’)]. 1 
Remark 4.16. Combining Theorem 4.3 with Proposition 1.10, we 
obtain r! different determinantal formulas for the hyperdeterminant Det(A) 
of an (r + l)-dimensional boundary format. Namely, for each permutation 
g of indices 1, ,.., r, r + 1 leaving (r + 1) invariant we have 
DW) = Wa,,,,), (4.11) 
where a,,,, is a square matrix constructed as above (see the first proof of 
Lemma 4.4) but with respect to the “transpose” matrix o(A) instead of A. 
All the matrices arrca) are of the same order and consist of zeros and matrix 
entries of A. But their block structures can differ substantially, so it is far 
from obvious that they have the same determinant. In particular, the 
expressions for Det(A) as Chow forms given by Propositions 4.11 and 4.15 
depend upon the choice of g. Of course, two different expressions for the 
same Chow form can be transformed one to another by means of Plucker 
relations on the corresponding Grassmannian. 
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5. SCHLIIFLI'S METHOD 
In this section we study the method of computing hyperdeterminants due 
to L. Schllfli [18]. Although it does not provide an answer in general, it 
works in some important special cases and provides interesting additional 
information. 
Let A = (aioi,. _. J be an (r + 1)-dimensional matrix of format (1, + 1) x 
(1,+1)x ... x (1, + 1). We associate to A the family of r-dimensional 
matrices A(x) linearly depending on the auxiliary variables x = (x0, . . . . x,): 
&x)jl...i,= 5 a,,,...j,xj(). (5.1) 
io = 0 
In other words, 2 is the linear operator 
naturally associated to A. 
Let us assume that the numbers I,, . . . . 1, satisfy (1.4), i.e., the 
r-dimensional hyperdeterminant of format (II + 1) x . . . x (I, + 1) is defined. 
We associate to A the polynomial function F,(x) = Det(A”(x)). This is a 
homogeneous form in x0, . . . . x1,, of degree N(Z1, . . . . I,) (see Section 3). 
Denote by d(F,) the discriminant of FA. Recall that the discriminant A(@) 
of a homogeneous polynomial 0(x,, . . . . x,) (form) of degree d is the 
irreducible polynomial in coefficients of @ which vanishes if and only if the 
projective hypersurface { @ = 0 > is singular. For binary forms of degree d it 
is given by the classical Sylvester formula (see, e.g., [ 19, Sect. 151) and has 
degree (in coefficients of @) equal to 2d- 2. In the general case the degree 
of A equals n(d- l)“-‘; see, e.g., [18]. 
We consider A(l;,) as a polynomial in matrix entries of A. Therefore, its 
degree is equal to 
deg(A(F,)) = (I, + l)(N(Z,, . . . . I,) - 1)” N(I1, . . . . 1,). (5.2) 
THEOREM 5.1. The polynomial A(F,) is divisible by the (r + l)-dimen- 
sional hyperdeterminant of the matrix A. 
Note that A(F,) might be identically zero. 
Proof: Suppose that A = (aioi, __. J is degenerate; we have to show that 
the corresponding form FA(x) = Det(A”(x)) has zero discriminant. Choose a 
point (x(O), x(l), . . . . xcr)) E X(A) (see Proposition 1.1). It is enough to show 
that FA vanishes at x(O) with all its first derivatives. Denote 
8 Det( A) 
Ao=-+‘~‘), b, ,.., j,= da, . 
,,‘.‘I, A=Ac, 
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Then we have FA(x(‘)) = Det(A,), and 
af’&) 
axi 
= 1 aioil...j,bjl...i, (5.3) 
x 2% .#I il, _... i, 
for all i, = 0, 1, . . . . lo. Clearly, (x(l), . . . . xc’)) E X(A,), hence FA(x(‘)) = 0. If 
b, ...i, = 0 for all ii, . . . . i, then by (5.3), aF,(x)/axi, I,=X,o,=O for all i,, and 
we are done. So we can assume that some bi, ._. i, is non-zero. But this 
means that A0 is a smooth point of the variety of degenerate matrices, and 
we can apply Proposition 1.2. By this proposition, we can assume that 
b. =x(l) L,“‘,, ...x!~) for all i i,. Substituting this into (5.3) and remem- 
bering the’defi&on of X(fA)“‘ke see that all the first partial derivatives of 
FA vanish at x(O), which proves our theorem. 1 
Denote by V = V(Z,, . . . . I,) the variety of all degenerate matrices of 
format (I, + 1)x ... x (1, + 1); by definition, the projectivization of V is the 
projective dual variety X” of X= P’j x ... x PL. Let Vsing be the variety 
of singular points of V, and X& be the projectivization of Vsing. 
Let c = c(l,, . . . . I,) denote the codimension (i.e., the minimum of codimen- 
sions of irreducible components) of X& in the projective space 
p(Cul+‘)‘..ur+‘) 
). 
Analyzing the proof of Theorem 5.1 we get the following refinement. 
THEOREM 5.2. The ratio G(A) = A(F,)/Det(A) has the following form: 
(a) IfI,+ 1 <c(Z,, . . . . I,) then G is a non-zero constant. 
(b) IfI,+ 1 =c(l ,, . . . . 1,) then G(A) = n RF(Im(J)), where Z ranges 
over irreducible components of XS& having codimension ~(1, , . . . . I,), R, is the 
Chow form of Z, and m, are some multiplicities. 
(c) zfl,+ 1 >c(Z,, . ..) I,) then G (and hence A(F,)) is identically zero. 
Here the Chow form R, in (b) is understood in the same sense as in 
Section 4: we have R,(Im(A”)) =0 if and only if the projectivization of 
,7(x”‘) lies in Z for some nonzero x(O) E C’“’ ‘. 
ProoJ First we establish the following. 
LEMMA 5.3. If A(F,) is not identically zero then it is not divisible by 
Det(A)‘. 
Prooj By definition, Xv is the union of projective spaces P,r, x E X, 
where P, is the space of hyperplanes tangent to X at x. The codimension 
of P, is equal to dim(X) + 1 = I1 + . . . + I, + 1. The vanishing of A( FA ) 
means that the image Im(a) = A(@+‘) is tangent to V at some non- 
zero point. Suppose that A(F,) is divisible by Det(A)‘. Then for any 
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one-parameter algebraic family of (r + 1 )-dimensional matrices A f such that 
Im(&,) is tangent to V, the function d(F,,) is divisible by t*. We will show 
that this is impossible by constructing a suitable “generic” family. 
Let B be a generic point of V and 5 E Xv be the projectivization of B. 
We can assume that 5 lies on exactly one P, (if this were generically not 
so then X” would not be a hypersurface). Consider the variety Z of all 
&-dimensional projective subspaces in P( C(‘l+ ’ ) ” (‘, + ’ ‘) which are tangent 
to X” at <. Since I, < I, + ... + I, it follows that a dense open part of Z 
is formed by subspaces which meet P, only at <. Let L be a generic element 
of Z. Then L has a simple tangency with X”. Now take a generic one- 
parameter family of matrices A, such that L is the projectivization of 
Im(&). The simple tangency condition implies that the function t I-+ d(F,,) 
has a simple zero at t = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. 1 
Now we can easily complete the proof of Theorem 5.2. In the course of 
the proof of Theorem 5.1 we have actually shown that A(FA) = 0 if and 
only if either Det(A) = 0 or A”(x”‘) E Vsing for some non-zero x(O) E C”+ ‘. 
Denote by W the variety of all matrices A such that Im(A”) meets Vsing at 
some non-zero point. Taking into account Lemma 5.3 we see that the ratio 
G(A) may vanish only when A E W. 
Clearly, codim( W) > 1 for 1, + 1 < c(l 1, . . . . I,), codim( W) = 1 for I, + 1 = 
4ll 3 . . . . I ) and W coincides with the whole matrix space for IO + 1 > r , 
c(l,, . ..> I,). Now all the assertions of our theorem follow at once from the 
definition of the Chow form. 1 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let r =2, and V be the space of degenerate m xm 
matrices, m > 2. The variety Vsing consists of matrices of rank < (m - 2) and 
has codimension 4. Therefore, the hyperdeterminant of a 3-dimensional 
matrix A of format 2 x m x m or 3 x m x m is equal to the discriminant of 
the binary (resp. ternary) form det A”(x). Note that for matrices of format 
2x2x2 or 3 x 3 x 3 we obtain in this way three different formulas for 
the hyperdeterminant corresponding to three different choices of a dis- 
tinguished direction. For the format 2 x 2 x 2 the hyperdeterminant is given 
by the formula (1.5). For each of the formats 2 x m x m and 3 x m x m we 
obtain from (5.2) the formula for the degree of the hyperdeterminant: 
N(l,m-l,m-1)=2m(m-l), N(2,m-1,m-1)=3m(m-1)*. (5.4) 
Note that 2 x m x m is a subboundary format and the first of the formulas 
(5.4) is consistent with the formula (3.8). It is an easy exercise to deduce 
the second formula in (5.4) from the general formula (3.6). 
For the format 4 x m x m Theorem 5.2(b) gives us that d(FA) is equal to 
the product of Det(A) and some power R’ of the Chow form R of A’&. 
The value of v can be obtained by calculation of degrees. By (5.2), the 
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degree of d(F,) is equal to 4m(m - 1)‘. It follows easily from (3.6) that the 
degree of Det(A) is equal to fm(m - l)(m - 2)(5m - 3). On the other hand, 
the degree of the variety X& is known to be m*(m- l)(m + 1)/12; see 
[l, Chap. 2, formula (5.1)]. Since X&, has codimension 4, the degree of its 
Chow form R as a polynomial in matrix entries of A is four times the 
degree of X&, i.e., is equal to m’(m - 1 )(m + 1)/3. These three expressions 
imply that the exponent v is equal to 2. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. Let r = 3 and let Vi = V,= V3=C2 be three 
2-dimensional vector spaces. Let V= P’i @ V, @ V3 be the space of 2 x 2 x 2 
matrices, and eiik (i, j, k E (0, 1 }) be its standard basis vectors (matrix 
units). Let Vc V be the variety of degenerate matrices. The group 
G = GL( Vi) x GL( V2) x GL( V,) acts on the space V, leaving varieties V and 
Vsing invariant. It is known and easy to check that G has only seven orbits 
on V, including (0) (and hence six orbits on P(V)). The closures of six 
orbits in P(V) and representatives of these orbits are the following: 
dim=7: P( V) itself; a representative eOoO + e, I 1. 
dim = 6: The projectivization X” of V; a representative 
elOO + CO10 + hl. 
dim = 4: Three varieties 
fY~,)x~(~*O w, ~(v,)x~(~,Ov,), p(vl~v2)xp(v,); 
representatives eOIO + eOOl, elOO + eOOl, eOIO + elm,. 
dim = 3: The product P( Vi) x P( V2) x P( V3); a representative eooo. 
The singular locus X& has three irreducible components, namely the 
orbit closures of dimension 4 just described. This can be seen by calculation 
of partial derivatives of the hyperdeterminant of a 2 x 2 x 2 matrix (given 
by the formula (1.5)) at all the representatives listed above. 
In particular, we see that X& has codimension 3. Hence for a 
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 matrix A we have Det(A) = d(F,). This was already known to 
Schlafli [18, Sect. 191. The degree of Det(A) is equal to 24. 
For a 3 x 2 x 2 x 2 matrix A it follows from Theorem 5.2(b) and the 
obvious symmmetry that for some v > 0 
WA’,) = DNA). (R12R,,R2,)” (WA”)), 
where Rnb is the Chow form of the component P( V,.) x P( VU@ V,) c 
Sing(X” ) for {a, b, c} = (1,2, 3 >. The exponent v can be found as in the 
previous example. By (5.2), the degree of d(F,) is equal to 33 .4= 108. By 
(3.8), the degree of Det(A) is equal to N(2, 1, 1, 1) = 2.3! .3 = 36. Finally, 
each of the Chow forms R,,(Im(A”)) has degree 12 as a polynomial in 
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matrix entries of A (this can be shown, e.g., using the machinery of 
Section 4; see Remark 4.12(b)). It follows that v = (108 - 36)/3 . 12 = 2. 
Remarks 5.6. (a) It seems very likely that in the general case of 
Theorem 5.2(b), for any component 2 of X& the exponent with which R, 
enters A(F,) is equal to the multiplicity of Xv along 2 (i.e., the degree of 
the normal cone; see [ 1, Chap. 2, Sect. 11). In both Example 5.4 and 
Example 5.5 the normal cone at a generic point of X& can be seen to be 
a quadratic cone, and the exponent is equal to 2. 
(b) It follows from Theorem 5.2 that whenever the hyperdeterminant 
ofaformat(Z,+l)x . . . x (1, + 1) exists, we can apply Schllfli’s method to 
matrices of format 2 x (I, + 1) x . . . x (1,+ 1) and obtain that A(FA) is the 
product of Det(A) with some extra factors. In particular, this gives a 
method for calculating the hyperdeterminant of format 2’ by successive 
computations of discriminants of binary forms. However, the extra factors 
grow very fast with r. 
(c) We conjecture that formats 2 x m x m, 3 x m x m, and 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 
are the only ones for which Schllfli’s method gives exactly the hyperdetermi- 
nant (i.e., A(F,) is not identically zero and does not contain extra factors). 
This is equivalent to the assertion that for any formats other than m x m 
and 2 x 2 x 2 the singular locus of V has codimension 2 in the matrix space. 
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